Traditionally the coupling strengths and individual cavity resonant frequencies for a chain of coupled oscillators with periodic or biperiodic geometry have been calculated from the dispersion relation. A dispersion relation does not exist for a chain of coupled oscillators with nonperiodic geometry. A numerical procedure for estimating the unknown coupling strengths and resonant frequencies for individual elements of coupled oscillator chains has been developed and tested. This procedure has the novel capability that it is applicable to both periodic and nonperiodic structures.
Introduction
A chain of coupled linear accelerator cavities with biperiodic geometry is shown in Figure 1 .
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Figure 1: Model for a biperiodic chain of cavities with nearest neighbor and second nearest neighbor coupling
Investigation of the electrical properties of such a chain is accomplished by formulating a mathematical model consisting of a biperiodic chain of coupled oscillators (RLC circuits) with nearest neighbor and second nearest neighbor coupling [l] , as shown in Figure The coupled equations generated from the model above [l] are of the form (assuming half cell termination):
The quantities Izn, Izn+l are forcing terms, Xzn, Xzn+1 are amplitudes, wa is the resonant frequency for individual accelerating cavities in the absence of coupling to their neighbors, we is the resonant frequency for individual coupling cavities in the absence of coupling to their neighbors, Qa is the quality factor for accelerating cavities, and Qe is the quality factor for coupling cavities.
There are 2n+1 solutions to the homogenous equa- It is important to note that the dispersion relation is not valid for a chain of nonperiodic coupled oscillators.
Application of the Dispersion Relation to a SideCoupled Cavity Chain
At FNAL the new LINAC side-coupled cavity sections have biperiodic geometry of the form shown in Figure 1 . Based on the coupled oscillator model described in Section 1, the phase shift per cavity, 
Matrix
Representation of the Cou-
pled Oscillator Equations
The homogenous form of equations (1,2) for the case with no losses is given in vector-matrix format by Equation (6) is equivalent to equations (1,2) with I z n = Ian+l = 0 and Q large.
' . Consider again the problem of determining the coupling strengths and individual cavity resonant frequencies for a LINAC section. An alternative approach to the application of the dispersion relation is described below.
As before, a HP NWA is used to measure the normal mode frequencies, (Wq)mea,uzedr q = 0, ..., 2N, for the LINAC section under test. An initial estimate of the coupling strengths and resonant frequencies is made in order to initiate an iterative optimization algorithm. At each step in the execution of the a l p rithm the eigenvalue problem (7) is solved and corresponding normal mode frequencies w,, q = 0, ... least-squares minimisation subroutine from the IMSL Mathematics Library. The minimisation is carried out until the magnitude of the difference between two successive steps is less than a user specified tolerance.
The accuracy of the coupling strengths and normal mode frequencies determined by this approach, as compared to those determined by the traditional method using DISPER, is directly related to the level of precision obtained measuring the normal mode fiequencies,
d.
Consider a typical LINAC side-coupled cavity section M shown in Figure 1 . The coupling strength and individual cavity resonant hquencies for the Kction were determined from DISPER.
In order to se7 up-a baseline test to determine the accuracy of the proposed procedure, aasume the coupling strengths and individual cavity resonant ficquencies are unknown. The normal mode frequencies for the section are available fiom NWA measurements. For the initial estimate 805MHt,w: = 805MHs, and wZmd = 806MHz, application of the optimisation procedure outlined above yields the resultr shown in Table 1 . Convergence required thirteen iterations. F'urther tests indicated that varying the initid estimate did not significantly effect either the results or the rate of convergence. 
Extension of the Optimization Method to Nonperiodic Structures
A prototype LINAC side-coupled cavity module, consisting of two sections joined by bridge side cavities (bsc) and a bridge coupling cavity (bcc), is not a The numerical optimisation procedure described in Section 3 was applied to determine b.,bcc, kkc,brc, w),c and Wbcc for such a nonperiodic structure. Convergence required ten iterations. The results are shown in Tbble 2.
MHz
b Conclusions
A numericd procedure for estimating unknown coupling strength and resonant fiequencies for individual elements of coupled oscillator chains has b a n preacnted. The procedure ha8 the novel capability that it is applicable to both periodic and nonperiodic structures.
